
Skyrocket your Success
using the science of 
body language & human
connection.
Learn the one skill all top professionals and leaders use to
win more clients, enchant audiences & supercharge their
communities.

Understanding the
language of non-verbal
communication is the
key to...

building connection and trust.

influencing your peers.

engaging your colleagues and clients.

delivering memorable presentations.

shaping how the world sees you.

We're all walking

around with speech

bubbles over our heads.

What is yours saying

about you?

"Kristin's content was highly customized and delivered in an engaging way
through her fun personality, unique slides and self-quizzes. Most importantly, the

content was actionable."  
Alexis Bornstein - Director of Talent at Blank Rome Law Firm

Successful leadership isn't only about
direction, it's about connection!

Kristin Bock
920-410-2618

bodylanguageblueprints.com



 Speaking

Cultivating Charisma:

A Guide To Improving

Your Executive

Presence

How To Speak Fluent

Body Language In-

Person And Virtually

Nonverbal Know-How:

The Power of Body

Language

Facing the Truth:

Understanding

Microexpressions

Keeping Connected:

Leveraging Your

Virtual Superpowers

 

Body Language Blueprints
has a plan for you!

TRAINING SESSION
TOPICS

Want to make your team more...
likable, engaging, successful?

"Kristin's presentation on body language is engaging and
helpful to ANYONE working with people! She will make you

think twice about the messages you send daily while
communicating with others!" 

Kathryn Snell - Special Events Coordinator City of Oshkosh

Keynote Presentation 

 Survival of the best communicators is less about words and
more about how you make others feel (spoiler alert, it
involves nonverbal cues!)
 Success is truly for master communicators who use both
their mouths and body to convey connection.
The brain science of why human connection matters
 The key factor to making connections memorable (hello
there, charisma!)
 Why the secrets of understanding body language allows you
to supercharge your clients (& make more $$$)

Avoiding Cue-lessness: 
How to Shout, “I’m a Great Leader!!” Without Saying a Word

The best leaders aren’t necessarily the ones people follow
blindly. They’re the ones people follow willingly and eagerly.
They’re the people who understand how personal connection
stems not simply from the words we say, but from the physical
and emotional cues we display! 

In this engaging keynote, your audience will laugh, (possibly
gasp) and learn exactly why they need to know what their
bodies are saying even when their mouths stop moving. 

With an ear and eye-catching experience, audiences will learn:

It's time to learn why everyone, especially those in
leadership, can’t afford to be cue-less.


